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ASS - The
Complete
Systems
Supplier
SI NCE the amalgamation of
ASEA Electric and Brown
Boveri Ltd one year ago, the
combined resources of the two
companies can offer consultants
and contractor a complete
range ofproducts in the building
services industry from
• A Flakt VMA unit undergoingjinal assembly at the ABB works in Dublin.
distribution boards and control
panels to field controls and
building management systems,
from air conditioning units and
distribution duct work to VAV
units, fan coil units and air
diffusers.
Therefore, the only risk you
run when choosing AS EA
Brown Boveri (Ire) Ltd as a
supplier, is that you might be
tempted to put all your eggs in
one basket.
This unique package is also
fully supported by an engin-
eering team of 23 engineers
Continued on Page h
point to a very significant upturn in market conditions.
This point was echoed by his colleague Michael Buckley who said
that, given the added strength afforded by the recent Board
reorganisation, Walker Air Conditioning is now poised to take full
advantage of the market upturn which is expected to improve even
still further over the coming 12 months.
To this end Walker has also identified the need for a major
educational programme. A substantial sum has been earmarked for
in-house training, a fact which underlies what Walker sees as a
significant shortage offully-trained, competent engineers within this
sector of the building services industry.
As for the day-to-day running of the various Walker offices, the
basic underlying procedure remains the same. Each office is seen as
an autonomous unit, fully competent to deal with all matters within
its geographical area of responsibility. Reporting to Dublin is in the
normal way through the respective Managing Directors with the
Belfast office reporting directly into Glasgow as per previously-
established procedure.
• Michael Buckley and Stewart Roche who between them now lead Walker
Air.
IN A MAJOR reorganisation of the main board of Walker Air
Conditioning Ltd Michael Buckley has been appointed Managing
Director responsible for marketing and sales with Stewart Roche
assuming the title Managing Director responsible for finance and
administration.
Additionally, six of the company's senior executives have been
accorded Board status and will report directly to either Michael
Buckley or Stewart Roche, as is appropriate.
Those involved are Glasgow-based Ron Fernand and Gerry
one; Dave Stewart from the London office; Ray Nardone, the
financial controller; Tony Madden from the Walker refrigeration
wholesale associate HRP Walker; and Bill Pike who runs Epos
Controls.
A further appointment has been the promotion ofWilliam Gaule
from System Accountant to Financial Accountant.
This reorganisation follows the recent departure offormer joint
Chief Executive George Whillock. Mr Whillock has left the
company to pursue other business interests following"fundamental
differences with the other main Board members".
As to his status as a shareholder, Irish Building Services News was
told that "a shareholders agreement exists and this sets out the
procedure which has to be taken when a shareholder leaves the
company."
These recent developments are viewed as a strengthening of the
company's market position - both here in Ireland and in Northern
Ireland and mainland UK - and are seen as part of the ongoing
developmental process which will see the company brought to the
USM (Unlisted Securities Market) sometime in the not too distant
future.
In a recent interview with BS News Stewart Roche confirmed that
this is the priority goal of Walker Air Conditioning Ltd and said
that, while the business downturn of the last few years may have
slowed progress in this direction, projections from today onwards
Roche and Buckley
to lead Walker
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READERSHIP DATA
/riJh But/ding Services News (formerly Irish H&V News) is Ireland's
only Building Services maga7ine providing coverage of the heating,
ventilating. air conditioning. refrigeration. sanitary ware. plumbing,
maintenance and environmental industries. It is the only publication
catering exclusively for these industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:
The Institute of Consulting Engineers: The Chartered Institute of
Building Services Engineers: The Institute of Domestic Heating
Engineers: The Energy Managers' Association: The Institute of
Energy: The Institute of Plumbing: The Energy Conservation &
District Heating Association: The Mechanical Engineering & Building
Services Contracting Association: The Irish Builders' Providers.
Association: The Association of Consulting Engineers of Ireland:
Small Housebuilders' Association: Maintenance Managers'
Association. In addition./riJh Building Services News circulates to
independent bulldi ng services cont ractors and key executives in
industry. Government, Scmi-State and local authority bodies.
Essentially. ourcirculallon is Virtually saturation coverage of all those
with an Interest and/or involvement in the industry.
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WITH SEAN HANRATTY, MYSON MANAGING DIRECTOR
Combined '0' ring
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resting firmly in a product protfolio
comprising nothing but the highest quality
items.
Much of this decade was spent
identifying such products and it is really
only in the last few years that the fruits of
that effort have been realised. Coinciding
with these developments came a major
factory reorganisation which included a
total investment in plant and machinery of
over £3 million.
The mainstays of the new product
portfolio are the Myson Thermostatic valve
range; the Fullflow heavyweight radiator
valve collection; and the Matchmaster
range. All are precision valves made from
top-quality materials and according to the
most exacting production-control
procedures.
They also comply with and fully meet all
the requirements of the relevant British
Standard, in this case BS2767.
They are high-value, quality items
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adopted this role for the two companies.
This was perhaps the key element in
leading to the much-improved fortunes of
Myson since then. His entire strategy was
to conceive, design, develop and finally
bring to production a whole range of new
products which he then set about
marketing in a manner which maximised
the combined complementary strengths of
both Myson companies.
Moreover, in developing these new
products Hanratty had an eye to opening
up totally new areas of potential in addition
to devising technologically-advanced
products to suit existing areas of
application.
Consequently, while Myson Scanglo has
turned out over 40 million radiator valves
to date, it is only in the last four or five years
that these valves have been higher added-
value products. This was - and still is -
an essential element of Hanratty's strategy.
He sees the company's future prospects
Myson - Hanratty Strategy
Brings Profits
WHILE the Myson Scanglo factory in
Newcastle West, Co. Limerick has
undergone some traumatic periods
throughout its 2o-year history, the last eight
years have seen a remarkable turnaround
in the company's fortunes. Not only has
the loss-making pattern of previous years
been broken but, 1989 now sees the
company poised on the brink of a
quantum leap forward into areas of new
technology which will guarantee Myson's
successful and profitable future.
This change in fortune in the company's
affairs began with the appointment of Sean
Hanratty as Managing Director back in
1981. His policy changes and
production/marketing strategies bore fruit
almost immediately with the company
returning a small profit for the first time in
ages in that same year.
Since then Myson Scanglo's turnover -
but more importantly profit on that
turnover - has increased year after year to
a point where "very significant profits"
were realised on the nearly £5 million
turnover in 1988. Moreover, as already
intimated, the company is now on the
brink of a major market breakthrough
which will catapult Myson into a vastly-
increased turnover sphere ... with all the
accompanying success and increased
profit ratios.
However, before discussing this aspect
in detail, it's important to chonicle the
manner in which the company's
transformation from ailing lame duck to
high-flying market sector leader has come
about
The Newcastle West plant was originally
set up in 1969 by an enterprising Italian
who forsaw a market opportunity for a
radiator valve production plant. However,
having got the concept off the ground he
sold out to the Myson Group in 1974.
Having made this acquisition, the Myson
Group immediately set up a separate
Dublin-based sales and marketing arm
registered as Myson Ireland Ltd.
And so remains the structural set up of
Myson Group's affairs here in Ireland.
Nonetheless, on assuming his position as
Managing Director in 1981, Sean Hanratty
2 1rish Building Services News, February/March 1989 4
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designed for - and specifically aimed at
- particular market sectors. They were
developed following considerable market
research and analysis, a purpose for which
a highly-qualified manager - lan Huxtable
- was employed.
He is based in theUKand itwas principally
with the British market in mind that these
products were developed. However, they
obviously have just as much relevance for
the home market.
Indeed, the market orientation emphasis
of Myson has altered somewhat over the
years. Being a production facility, it is
necessary that exports play a significant
role in the company's affairs. The limited
scale and scope of the Irish marketplace
dictates so.
Initially, something like 95% of all
production went to the UK with 5% going
to the home market However, in order to
break down that dependence on the UK,
Sean Hanratty set about breaking into
other countries. This is an ongoing
process but to date significant inroads
have been made into the U.S. and West
German markets. France is also being
developed and the rest of Europe will
follow as and when it is targetted.
At the time of going to press the
production breakdown for the various
markets is as follows - Ireland 10%;
Germany/U.S. 15%; U.K. 75%.
In each of these markets the newly-
developed ranges as detailed above have
gained significant shareholdings, a fact
which Sean Hanratty puts down to the
manner in which the prototypes were taken
to market at each and every stage of
development so that the eventual
specifiers and end-users could comment
and make suggestions.
The end products were the result of the
combined data collected, and of course
the design and technological expertise of
Myson technicians and production
personnel.
This formula has also been brought to
bear on Myson's latest technological
marvel - the Myson motorised zone
control valve. The decision to enter this
particular market segment was taken after
research had indicated that this was an
especially-lucrative area of potential. The
U.K. alone accounts for something like
eight million motorised zone control valves
annually, each one of which sells for
approximately Stg£30.
Hence Myson's decision to target this
area to a degree which was hitherto
unprecedented in the company's 20-year
history. Over £250,000 has already been
spent on research and development and
that does not include the cost of the two
graduate engineers who were employed
specifically to design and bring to
production stage the new unit
Myson's motorised zone control valve
range will be launched in the Autumn. A
choice of sizes will be offered covering 3-
port and 2-port options. The valves
incorporate a number of unique features,
• Ciaran MacDermott, Sales Director, Myson
Ireland Ltd.
• Richard Louth, Technical Representative,
Myson Ireland Ltd.
• Vincent Broderick, Area Manager, Myson
Ireland Ltd.
among them being the use of ceramics for
the first time in such a product
Again of course all the relevant BS
Standards will be met.
Talking of standards, the actual
production process at the factory in
Newcastle West achieved another
significant milestone in January this year
when it was officially accredited to
BS5750: Part 2: 1987/150 9002-1987/EN
29002-1987 and SIC 3169.
Not many know or understand the full
relevance of such accredition but, suffice it
so say that the entire production facility at
the Myson factory in Newcastle West has
now been approved as complying with the
most stringent quality control production
procedure regulations as defined by the
EC regulating authorities.
According to Sean Hanratty, this most
recent development highlights the other as
yet unmentioned factor which has
contributed to Myson's recent successes
- that is the factory personnel. While the
manuals and procedures setoutdearlywhat
has to be done, it is the peoplewho actually
carry out those duties who are the unsung
heroes.
Rather than wax lyrical ad infinitum
about their contribution, Sean Hanratty
illustrated how the production personnel
view the company by referring to a recent
mini crisis.
The news was good but the problem
was that some requests could not be met
within the time limitations which existed.
Volunteers were called for to work
Saturdays for as long as was necessary -
without pay but with time off in lieu at a
later date.
The response was 100% across the
entire workforce.
It is against this background and with the
support implicit in a factory set up such as
this that Myson Ireland Ltd performs the
sales and marketing functions for the
Group in Ireland.
The company operates out of a 12,000
sq ft warehouse/office/showroom facility
in Dublin's Long Mile Road and adheres to
a strict policy of supply to industry only
through recognised trade merchants. This
again is a vital element ofMyson's strategy
and is an aspect of the overall policy which
is jealously guarded. There are no
exceptions made to this rule.
Also, given that Myson Scanglo limits
itself to the production of the product
groups we have already mentioned, Myson
Ireland acts as a distributor throughout
Ireland for other products within the
extensive Myson Group portfolio.
Included are domestic radiators, heating
circulators, Velaire indoor oil boilers,
heated towel warmers (hot water and
electric), domestic fan convectors (hot
water and electric), Wallstrip skirting
hearting, hospital fittings such as grab rails
and safety rails, electra-static filters, Aerjet
DeAerators, Scanflex sealed systems and
Landon Kingsway controls for sealed
systems.
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Certification Scheme
Nearer Reality
4 Irish Building Services News, February/March 1989
For several years past the absence of a
recognised Technical Specification
covering central heating installation
and repair work has been a cause of
concern to reputable installation
contractors and the general public
with consequent damage to the
business of responsible members of
the industry.
In January 1988 a Board,
representative of the various sectors of
the industry, was formed with the
specific task of producing a plan for
the organisation of the industry on a
disciplined basis. This task is now
Virtually complete.
It has been decided that the
organisation should be constituted as
a private limited company (limited by
guarantee) called the Heating
Ouality and Safety Council (HOSC),
and that contractors engaged in the
central heating industry, suppliers of
materials and fuels and institutions
with an interest in central heating
should be invited to apply for
membership.
A certification and Guarantee
scheme, together with a plan to
commence operations as early as
possible in 1989, has already been
formulated. The following explains the
structure envisaged and the
advantages and obligations of
membership.
What is the HQSC
The HOSC is a voluntary body
representing the spectrum of
responsible interests in the Irish
heating trade. Its present Board was
chosen by mem bers of the Institute of
Domestic Heating & Environmental
Engineers, the Heating & Plumbing
Contractors Association, Eolas
(formerly IIRS), solid fuel, oil and gas
suppliers, appliance manufacturers,
heating merchants, the Institute of
Plumbing, the Irish Insurance
Federation and the Office of
Consumer Affairs.
Although a voluntary body, the
HOSC will employ a paid secretariat to
provide the services necessary to
ensure its efficient, independent and
professional operation.
The present Board has drawn up the
HOSC Scheme in consultation with
the trade and this will be launched to
the general public after obtaining
formal commitment to membership by
an adequate number of heating
contractors.
What does the HQSC Scheme consist of?
The Scheme incorporates the
following:
HQSe details can be
obtained from Harry
Pattison at01-370101.
(1) A Technical Specification,
governing installation, materials and
workmanship, and commissioning of
heating systems;
(2) Conditions of contract, governing
quotation, site activities, payment and
recourse to arbitration;
(3) Registration of contractor
members and certification of work
completed;
(4) A guarantee scheme;
(5) A monitoring and inspection
system;
(6) A complaints and arbitration
procedure.
Although the Scheme is
comprehensive, its procedures will
involve the minimum of paperwork
consistent with providing the
necessary safeg uards.
Who can join?
An individual may apply for
membership if he is already carrying
out heating and/or plumbing services
for the public and is suitably skilled in
the discipline. Unlimited or limited
corporations must employ, on a full
time basis, at least one suitably
experienced individual. Satisfactory
evidence of competence must be
produced to the HOSC if requested.
Each applicant must undertake to
comply with the Technical
Specification, Conditions of Contract
and other rules and regulations laid
down by the HOSC. Suppliers of fuel,
materials and equipment, and relevant
institutions who support the objectives
of the HOSC, will also be eligible to
join as non-contractor members.
What are the Benefits of Membership?
(1) The HOSC's publicity campaign
will provide the general public with a
public assurance that your technical
competence and commercial standing
is such as to ensure satisfactory
performance of any concract
undertaken. This will be seen as a
competitive advantage when
tendering;
(2) You will receive a Certificate of
Registration and can yourself di rectly
publicise your membership of the
HOSC and so attract business;
(3) Upon your notifying the HOSC of
the terms of a contract and paying the
required fee, the Secretariat will issue
you with a guarantee document, valid
for twelve months from the date of
practical completion of the contract,
for presentation to your customer;
(4) The HOSC will deal with any
complaints made in relation to such
contracts and will act as impartial
arbitrators in any disputes which may
arise;
(5) The HOSC will represent your
interests in all dealings with
government departments and local
authorities with a view to ensuring that
these interests are fully borne in mind
in the framing of legislation and
regulations;
(6) You will have a forum in which your
views on matters relating to the
heating trade can be expressed, and
acted upon;
(7) You will have the right to attend all
HOSC general meetings, to seek
Board membership, to nominate
candidates therefor and to vote in
such elections;
(8) It is intended that the HOSC will
provide practical information and
training services to members when
fUlly established.
What are the obligations of membership?
(1) To pay an entry fee as decided by
the Board (at present £20);
(2) To pay an annual sUbscription as
decided from time to time by the
Board (at present (£20);
(3) To undertake to perform all heating
installation work in accordance with
the HOSC Technical Specification
including in particular the obligation
to ensure that a technically competent
person is in a position to accept
responsibility for each contract;
(4) To permit authorised
representatives of the HOSC to
inspect individual contracts at any
time, subject to your convenience and
that of your clients;
(5) To maintain adequate Employer
Liability and Public Liability Insurance
Cover;
(6) To follow HOSC guidelines in
preparing contract documents;
(7) To notify the Secretariat of the
HOSC of each contract undertaken
and to register each such contract by
payment of a fee at a rate to be
determined from time to time (at
present 1.5% of the contract sum). You
may pass on this fee to your customer
(in similar fashion to travel insurance
charges added with bonded package
holidays).
• Further details are available from
Harry Pattison, Chairman, HQSC at
Tel: 01-370101, Ext. 2477; or Gerard
Farren at Tel: 01-831691.
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The KLA way
-FIakt
ASEA BROWN BOVERI
ll
The KLFM flow measuring section is a new air handling
product from Flakt. This section is compact and very
useful; providing an easy means for quickly and
accurately measuring the volume of air flowing through
the unit. The KLFM section is fitted immediately
upstream of the fan section and adds only 180mm to the
overall length of the unit. The KLFM flow measuring
section makes commissioning much easier and can be
used for air flow control.
The farefully designed KLA air handling unit together
with well-proven Flakt technical know-how and
computer-aided product selection provide an unbeatable
air handling system package.
Flow range: 0.1-30 m3/s (360-108000 m3/h)
Pressure range: Up to 3800 Pa (380 mm w.g.)
Environmental Control Division
ASEA Brown Boveri Ltd.
Whitestown Industrial Estate,
Tallaght, Dublin 24.
Tel: 522622. Telex 93681. Telefax 522985.
KLA Air Handling Unit
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PUMPS &CIRCULATORS
Value For Money The Key
THE pump sector in Ireland has always been fairly competitive with the principal market players constantly
devising and deploying new products and marketing strategies to strengthen their respective percentage
shares of the overall market.
As the recession began to bite over the last few years this competition became more pronounced with the
price factor becoming more and more important. However, this happened right across the board of all
industries in Ireland.
Now, however, as with those other industries, the recent market upturn has resulted in more realistic
pricing strategies. Value for money is the key factor in today's pump marketplace.
This emphasises is reflected right across the spectrum of all the leading brands with new product
innovations and feature developments playing an ever-increasing role in the new products which are coming
on stream.
There is no doubt but that price is still a very important factor - be it in the domestic circulator sphere or
the industrial/commercial sector.
However, what is also apparent is that price is just one aspect of the overall picture. Cost-effectiveness in
terms of features, quality, capability, durability and energy-usage is what the fast-maturing Irish pump
marketplace now demands.
• Booster pump system desigfled jor hospital afld hotelmechaflical/buildiflg
service applicatiofls mafluja,·tured by flolJeld Pumps withj10ws up to 100L/sec
afld heads to 200 metres.
Holfeld
Pumps
Increases Its
Market Share
DURING 1988 Holfeld
Pumps have been
particularly active and
successful in securing
project supply for major
mechanical services
contracts. Their increasing
market share is apparent
from the list of prestigious
contracts which have been
secured over the last 14
months.
Operational on a national
basis for 40 years, H.R.
Holfeld (Hydraulics) Ltd. -
a member of the H.R.
Holfeld Group - has
supplied prestige orders for
Holfeld Pumps throughout a
broad spectrum of building
services applications from
its portfolio of suppliers and
their own manufacturing
and assembly programme.
Maurice Dore, National
Sales Manager, points out
that the conSUlting
engineer, specifier,
contractor, client and
mechanical contractor can
source most of their pump
requirements covering a
wide variety of capacities
and heads from Holfeld
Pumps.
Based from their head
office in Stillorgan and
established offices in
Belfast, Cork and London,
Holfeld Pumps design and
supply advanced pumping
technology and
manufacture the Holpak
range of pump sets and
pressure booster systems.
Frank Nugent, Building
Services Pump Sales,
explained that Holfeld
Pumps have secured orders
and supplied their
programme during 1988 to
three key jobs in DUblin,
namely: The Conrad Hilton
Hotel; New Point Exhibition
Centre and St. Stephen's
Green Complex. On a
national basis the contracts
supplied last year included
the Mount JUliet Hotel,
Kilkenny, the Servier
Laboratory factory in
Arklow and Wexford
General Hospital. Since
Frank Nugent returned to
the Holfeld organisation in
January 1987 he has since
re-established Holfeld
Pumps as the foremost
supplier of pumping
equipment to the leading
mechanical services
contractors in this country.
The company has been
particularly active in
promoting the Grundfos
range of pumps for which it
acts as the principal
distributor in Ireland. Since
Grundfos themselves are
complementing Holfeld
Pumps with their own
marketing campaign, it is
apparent that their share of
the market has been
growing and both Frank
Nugent with Jim Grimes
have been successful in
taking the orders from the
competition. Broadly
speaking, the Grundfos
range, which includes the
light commercial and
industrial heating
circulators; the CR range of
multi stage centrifugal
pumps; and the CH range of
horizontal pumps, have all
contributed towards the
Holfeld Pumps increasing
turnover.
By virtue of promoting
thei r company as a "One
Stop Shop", the sales team
find that the bUilding
services industry generally
wishes to secure a deal with
one supplier for all their
pumping requirements. With
the broad selection of
principals and by relying
heavily on their own Holpak
packaged pump set
programme, Holfeld Pumps
places itself in a very strong
position.
Last year has seen an
improving position for
Holfeld Pumps in the
competitive market for
packaged pump set supply
in the South East of
England. Based from their
Sutton, Surrey offices
James Potter, Sales
Engineer, has experienced
and encouraging rise in
orders for the Holpak series.
The company is now
competing directly with
Armstrong, Pillinger and
Pullen in Britain. Holfeld
Pumps have been capably
supported by both the CTT
and the Cl F organisations in
London. Richard Holfeld,
Managing Director, is full of
praise for these two bodies
which both have had a
positive impact in
6 Iri~'h Buildiflg Services News, February/March 1989
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PUMPS &CIRCULATORS
introducing the Holpak
range to important contacts.
The company concluded
their 1988 promotional
campaign on a high note
with the response received
during the London H&V
show at the Olympia in
November.
During 1988, Holfeld
Pumps introduced two new
Holpak series in Britain.
The HCA, HIR and HCH
series of twin-fuel, oil-
pumping sets were revised
to include electrical control
panel. The actual range was
increased to include liquid
ring and gear type pumps.
The totally-new HFT 61
series was designed from
scratch and introduced the
Holpak range into the
market for sealed system
pressurisation sets. This
range of packaged
pressurisation sets include,
exessive demand warning
controls and other unique
features. Both these exciting
new ranges will be launched
on the Irish market at the
forthcoming MechEx show
at the RDS in April.
Nineteen eighty-nine has
started with an encouraging
order book. Holfeld Pumps
expect to see their market
share increase further
during the year, especially
with their new Holpak
ranges. With the improving
economical climate and the
increasing number of
projects in the private sector
in Ireland Holfeld Pumps is
well poised to take
advantage of these factors
in the future.
Further details from H.R.
Holfeld (Hydraulics) Ltd, 2-4
Merville Road, Stillorgan,
Co. Dublin. Tel: 01-887361;
Fax: 887380.
Wilo - The
Perfect Pump
THE name Wilo has long
been associated by people
in Ireland with central
heating circulating pumps.
This not surprising when
one considers that the Wilo
• Wilo COe 3/34jire hosereel set - one o/the new unitsavailable/rom Wil%r
the Irish market.
WILO PUMPING PERFECTION
From the foremost range of pumps for building services
IPn-Series
Inline industrial circulating pumps
Flow rates up to 77 lis . Heads up to 750 kPa
Max. flow temperatures: l400C
DPn·Series
Dual inline industrial circulating pumps
Flow rates up to 220 lis . Heads up to 400 kPa
Max. flow temperatures: 140°C
Iw."ol
The perfect pump
Wilo Engineering Limited
Raheen Industrial Estate
Limerick
Te1. (061) 27566 . Telex 28202
Telefax (061) 29017
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•. Examples from the Crlll!dfos illdustrial pump rallge. They illclude (left to
right): the NM/NP elld sectlOll pump' the CR verti"allll/llt/' ,-to" . I'
• ..' L ." ",e 1Il- lIlepump;
the LM/LP slllgle stage 1Il-llIlep/1II1p alld a m/oiler CR ;" I,. celltr'.Juga pump.
parer,t company Wilo-Werk
GmbH & Co Ltd of
Dortmund, West Germany
- is one of the world's
foremost manufacturers of
heating circulating pumps
and ideed were pioneers of
low-energy circulators as
long ago as 1928.
Over the years since those
first tentative steps were
taken by the company into
the pump business, Wilo has
grown from being a
relatively small engineering
company into one of
Europe's largest
manufacturers and
distributors of pumps for
building ~ervices.
Today, Wilo has three
manufacturing plants
located in Dortmund, West
Germany; Brussels,
Belgium, and here in Ireland
in Limerick, and is
represented in nine different
European countries by
Wilo sales subsidiaries, of
which the Limerick-based
Wilo Engineering Ltd is but
one.
The Wilo Group of
companies is privately
owned by Mr. Jochen
Oplander who is the fourth
generation of the Oplander
family to own the company.
Over the years the Wilo
name has become
synonymous with both
quality and innovation in the
pump business in Europe
and as part of this innovative
process Wilo is now
introducing a new range of
water booster pumps to
Ireland which will be called
the COe range. This new
range which will be
assembled in Limerick and
will help enhance the
existing range of pumps and
water boosters is available
from Wilo.
The COe range will be
fabricated in stainless steel
piping with brass fittings for
portable water applications
and in galvanised piping and
brass fittings for Fire
Hosereel applications.
There are 28 basic
versions available and these
will utilise either two pumps
or three pumps depending
on the application and the
duties. The two pump units
are designed having one
duty pump and one standby
pump, and the three pump
units will have two duty
pumps with one standby
pump. All units will be
fabricated on a common
baseplate complete with
control panel, pressure
vessel and all
interconnecting pipework
and fittings.
Wilo Engineering Ltd also
has available a full range of
single-pump boosters which
are suitable for many water
boosting applications in the
residential, industrial,
commericial or agricultural
sectors of the Irish market.
These latest
developments enable Wi 10
to offer the building services
trade in Ireland one of the
most comprehensive ranges
of products available from
anyone manufacturer.
The central heating
circulating range offers a
variety of single and twin
pumps for primary heating
applications. All are
standard 4-speed (except
the D range) and can be
used in conjunction with the
various types of speed
control which Wilo have
available.
A new development is the
Wilo C-SK integral motor
protection system which
can be used on any Wilo 3-
phase, 4-speed circulator.
This device offers full motor
overload protection in any
speed without further
adjustment.
Wilo also have available a
very extensive range of
inline single and twin close
coupled pumps which are
assembled in Limerick.
These have many
outstanding features such
as 16 Bar maximum working
pressure, 1400 centigrade
maximum operating
temperature, flange sizes
from 40mm (50mm for twin
units) up to 150mm and
duties up to 280M3/Hr and
heads of 75 Metres.
Available in the range
from Wilo are end-suction
pumps in the BN and Norm
ranges; MVL multistage
pumps for boiler feed or
pressure boosting; while
Wilo also has the exclusive
agency for Ireland for Kral
oil transfer sets.
Further details of the
extensive range of Wi 10
products are available from:
Wilo Engineering Ltd.,
Raheen Industrial Estate,
Li merick. Tel: (061) 27566;
Fax: (061) 29017; Telex:
70002 El.
Grundfos
Pumps - The
Name You
Can Trust
SI NCE its formation in 1945
Grundfos has grown into a '
truly international operation
with its own companies in
countries stretching from
Sc~ndinavia to Nigeria, the
United States to Australia
and Singapore to Ireland.
Yet, despite the fact that
there are only 16 wholly-
owned operating companies
within the Group worldwide
the importance of Ireland is'
reflected in the fact that one
of these is based in Dublin.
Of course, in addition to
these, there are also many
agents and distributors in
various countries
throughout the world which
are so located as to ensure
the availability of Grundfos
products in Virtually every
country.
Research and
development are of
fundamental importance to
Grundfos, and the Group
continues to increase its
level of R&D funding.
Thanks to these
investments, features like
outstanding industrial
design, advanced
electronics and the use of
high-tech materials will
continue to be the hallmarks
of the range in the 1990s.
The importance of using
stainless steel components
throughout cannot be over-
emphasised in respect of
any pumping requirement,
but their use in submersible
pumps as manufactured by
Grundfos constitutes a
major breakthrough in
pump design and
construction. New
standards of operational
efficiency have been
achieved by the fabrication
of these light yet strong and
corrosion-free components.
During the development
stage of these pumps
particular attention was paid
to achieving a high degree
of operational reliability and
efficiency. Simplicity of
design coupled with the
standardisation of
components has ensured
that, once a pump is
installed and operating for
long periods, routine
maintenance is reduced to
an absolute minimum. Even
when a major overhaul is
necessary, the pumps can
be stripped down to
component form quickly
and simply.
Nonetheless, the many
factors - such as technical
excellence, production
"know-how", investment in
R&D and machine tools-
which make the foregoing
features possible are but
one side of the Grundfos
story. Perhaps even more
important is the
understanding and friendly
•
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t1~son bring.~ou the widest
rang~.I~erformance of any UK~um~
Now, Myson introduce a new range of pumps with unique
design features to meet the demands of today's high-
technology central heating systems. For instance, the new
Unit Five and Unit Six self-venting circulators (powered to
MORE TORQUE
MORE ACTION
...across two speeds.Fingertip tuning...
r for a 5 metre head or 6 metre head respectively) have
b en developed from the proven Unit Three design, and
deliver the highest starting torques of any UK domestic
circulators. They can be fingertip-tuned across 2 speeds
to match any system without loss of
performance characteristics. No tools for
manual restart, either. Just turn an exterior
knob - no dribble, no mess, no risk of bearing
damage. Single-screw access to a beautifully
simple electrical compartment makes electrical
connection fast and easy, too.
~
'-
,:- .",,....
Easy electrical connection ...
The all-new Myson Unit Five and Unit Six circulators give
you a bigger choice to suit your systems: we've pumped
thousands into their development to bring you more
torque. more action!
I • I
MYSON (IRELAND) LTD /"
UNIT 12E, , lA, Ktnfl
PARKMORE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE"70,iAA UfI,/r,':(--' .
LONGMILE ROAD, IV~ .,.~
DUBLIN 12. IRELAND ~
Telephone: 01 509 075.
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relationship that has been
formed between the
company and its many
customers and eventual
end-users.
It was to strengthen this
aspect of the Grundfos
service offering that
Grundfos (Ireland) was
formed nearly four years
ago. In addition to providing
a stockholding facility from
which appointed
distributors can draw
supplies, technical and
educational support is
available at all times.
Grundfos personnel can be
contacted directly with
particular problems or
unusual application
requirements, and are
willing to travel to specific
venues when necessary to
provide technical advice and
assistance free of charge.
Finally, the refinements
afforded by technological
breakthroughs have also
meant more efficient
production methods with
the end result of less
expensive pumps. On a
comparative basis - and
especially taking into
account the low energy
usage and greater
performance and efficiency
- Grundfos pumps are the
most cost-effective units in
the marketplace.
Not that quality suffers. As
the foregoing illustrates. its
clear why the name
Grundfos is synonymous
with quality pump
technology. This is true to
the entire range. from the
popular domestic hot water
circulator - Grundfos are in
fact the world's foremost
producer of domestic
circulators with over 50% of
all worldwide sales in this
sector - to the largest
submersible borehole
pump.
For industrial/commercial
applications, Grundfos has
a wide range of hot water
circulators, together with
boiler feed. booster. and
general service pumps.
Full details on the entire
Grundfos range are
available from Grundfos
(Ireland) Ltd., Unit34,
Stillorgan Industrial Park,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Tel:
(01)954926. Fax: 954739.
Unit 5/6
Circulators
INTRODUCED during 1987.
Unit Five and Unit Six high
performance domestic
pumps have proved popular
replacements for the
respected Unit Three series.
The new pumps retain
certain well proven features
of the earlier model while
incoporating a number of
major improvements.
• Complete freedom of
access from front helping
reduce installation time.
• Easier connection of
electrical supply, due to
improvements in
electrical connection
block.
• Greatly reduced rearward
projection of flow
regulators. It will fit into
wall clearance needed for
fitting isolating valves
and is therefore
completely
interchangeable with
other domestic
circulators.
• Flow regulator arm
extended and moulded in
noryl, maki ng it easier to
turn.
Other important features
include, high starting torque
to promote trouble-free
running, manual restart
facility unique to Myson
Unit Circulators and
automatic venting of
bearing again minimising
work for installers.
The pumps provide a
choice of ourputs. Unit Five
has a maximum head
capability of 5m and
minimum head setting of
1.2m. Respective figures for
Unit Six are 6m and 1.8m.
This wide performance band
means that virtually all
domestic systems can be
satisfied.
Details from Myson
Ireland Ltd, Parkmore
Industrial Estate, Long Mile
Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 01-
509075; Fax: 01-553629.
guaranteed
irish
Holpa~ A Packaged
Pump System 8
\Mithan
International
Reputation
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Grundfos Bonanza Winners
Indoor units can be supplied
as:
Cassette type.
Suspended Ceiling type.
Ducted Fan Coil type.
Indoor units can be zoned to
provide simultaneous Heating!
Cooling from a single air cooled
condensing unit, i.e. the core of
a building could be served by
two units on cooling with
perimeters served by four units
on heating. This system is also
available with Centralized
Control Board option.
Airedale
Airedale International Air-
Conditiioning Limited's range
of Mistral Close Control
Equipment will be featured at
the exhibition.
These units are available as
Upflow or Downflow with
chilled water or DX cooling
provided via inbuilt compressor
with remote condenser or
alternatively remote air cooled
condensing units.
These units come standard
with:
Supply air fan;
Filters;
Copper/aluminium cooling
coils, chilled water or direct
expansion;
Electric or LPHW heat;
Vapac steam electrode boiler
type humidifier;
Integral controls system and
control panel.
• Holiday Bonanza Winners ... Denis Walshe, General Manager, Grundfos
(Ireland) Ltd (left) with the winners of the Grundfos-sponsored
Contractor/Counterhand Holiday Bonanza Competition. They are: Don
Cassidy and Des Treacy, TCPlumbing;and GregMcGril/en, BuckleysLtd. On
the right is Paul AI/en, Grunfos.
Daikin
Daikin's Sky Air range has been
expanded and includes, ceiling
cassette units with 2, 3 and 4 way
discharge options, ceiling
suspended units, satellite units
all available as Cooling Only or
Heat Pump with capacities
available from 3.78 Kw to 13.0
Kw.
Coolair will also be featuring
Daikin's brand new Sky Air
Series Ceiling Mounted Cassette
Type Heat Type Airconditioning
System at the exhibition.
This system is available in
capacities from 3.78 Kw to 7.8
Kw and has outstanding
features such as:
Unit is only 195mm deep.
Comes complete with one-
way air discharge grille with
second optional air discharge
grille enabling selection of
downward or front discharge
accoring to installation.
Other optional accessories to
this system are:
Centralised Control Board
(to operate up to a maximum of
5 systems)
Wireless remote controller.
Dalkin's VRV Commercial
Multi System has also been
expanded and is now available
as both Cooling Only and Heat
Pump with units available in
capacities ranging from 26Kw to
39Kw.
Each system allows up to six
6.5Kw indoor units to be utilised
per single air cooled condensing
unit.
70,000 units each year with a
turnover of £110 million.
Their range includes:
Indoor/Outdoor Air Hand-
ling Units
Fan Coil Units
Unit Heaters
Roof Extract Units
Gas Fired Boilers
Ceiling Void Mini Air
Handling Units only 315mm
and 360mm high with full range
of accessories.
temperature and lighting levels
in the building can save
unnecessary "trouble shooting"
on site and "sick" building
effects and more importantly,
estimate accurate heating and
cooling loads, thus avoiding
oversizing of high capital cost
plant items.
To complement the "Build-
sim" program, ASEA Brown
Boveri ofTer exclusively the
"Cylon" management system.
This 100% Irish product
developed by graduate
engineers in University College,
Dublin has been totally
supported by ASEA Brown
Boveri (Ireland) since its
concept and has now been
successfully installed in over
twenty buildings throughout the
country.
The Cylon Building Manage-
ment System forms the control
system in the ASEA Brown
Boveri package. It has been
developed and is manufactured
in Ireland by Cylon Controls
Limited. It provides complete
control and monitoring of all
building services including
HVAC, Fire and Security
systems. All the information is
available in graphical form on
an IBM PC either on the site or
remote via a modem.
Munters
Munters Limited are world
leaders in the manufacturer of
equipment for dehumidification
control in the pharmaceutical,
confectionery, processing and
dry storage.
Major benefits oyer direct
expansion dehumidifiers
include:
Simplicity ofconstructions-
fewer moving parts with less
maintenance required.
No defrost cycles.
Minimal fall off in
performance at low temperatures
compares with dramatic
reduction in capacity of DX
units when used below 18
degrees C.
Wolf Klimatechnik
Wolf Klimatechnik GmbH are
the largest manufacturers of air
handling units in West Germany
manufacturing approximately
Coolair First
'In-House'
Exhibition
Continued/rom Cover
with full in-house computer
design programs. With all
performance data published in
ASEA Brown Boveri's
literature, verified in labora-
tories, and tested to international
standards, specifiers and users
can reduce the risks of using
materials without a proven
track record or engineering
back-up. With more stringent
regulations being applied to
environmental systems, ASEA
Brown Boveri, in particular the
Flakt Division of the group,
invests more than 15 million
dollars annually in development
and research in air technology.
Most of us spend the greater
part of our lives "at the office".
The air we breathe is the most
important and perhaps the most
neglected element in our
orking environment. Tem-
perature and humidity levels,
draughts and stale air influence
our comfort and work efficiency
just as much as pleasant interior
design and good lighting.
Flakt's building simulation
program ("Buildsim") can ofTer
the developer and design team a
preview of his building with
various options of air systems
installations. The predicted
AS YOU know Coolair Limited
have a long and well established
history in the supply and
.nstallation of airconditioning
quipment in Ireland and are
holding their first "In-House"
exhibition in recent years at
Jury's Hotel on April 5th and
6th, 1989.
In addition to their well
established range of products
from Daikin, Airedale, Senior
Colman, Barber Colman,
Vapac and Lennox, Coolair
have recently signed distributor
agreements with Wolf Klima-
technik GmbH of West
Germany and Munters Limited
of UK and will be including
equipment from both manu-
facturers in their forthcoming
exhibition.
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN COMPUTER SUPPORT
PRODUCTS
,.
AIR CONDITIONING
FORMINI-
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
MISTRAL RANGE
AIR CONDITIONING
FOR SMALL
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
VENTUS RANGE
AIR CONDITIONING
FOR MAINFRAME
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
SIROCCO RANGE
CHILLED WATER
UNITS FOR LARGE
COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
ZEPHYR RA~GE
DIRECT COOLING FOR
MAINFRAME COMPUTERS
LOGICOOL RANGE
MATCHED SYSTEMS
AIRCOOLED
CONDENSERS AND
CONDENSING UNITS
AIR COOLED L1aUID
CHILLERS
CENTRAL CONTROL
&ENERGY
MANAGEMENT
TASKSCANNER
SUITABILITY TO THE APPLICATION
• Total compliance with design specification
• Environmental control within extremely fine
tolerances
• Utilisation of minimum expensive floorspace
• Quiet and unobtrusive operation
• Allowance for future expansion of the system
• Integration with existing or planned Building
Management System
• Clean and safe in operation
RELIABILITY OF OPERATION
• Protection of costly computer investment
• No downtime
• Facility for corporate management to make
operating decisions quickly, easily and wis Iy
• Latest state of the art components and controls
• Redundancy options
• Easily serviceable
SERVICEABILITY
• Units serviceable in operation
• Minimum costly servicing time
• Rapid exchange of spare parts
• Minimum intrusion into the working environment
• Minimum service access requirement
• Use of Information Technology for preventive
maintenance
ECONOMY OF OPERATION
• Minimum floorspace requirement
• Maximum efficiency for lowest cost
• Ability to monitor operating costs
• Use of readily available components
• Energy saving options
}
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DAIKIN
Retrofit Fit Air Conditioning
Cooling Only And Heat Pump
Low Initial Investment, Low
Maintenance Bills
Actually, you save every step of the way with
the Multi-System Air Conditioner. You save in-
stallation space because the system needs no
bulky air ducting, transfer equipment or water
piping, and you save the cost of these
materials too, as well as the time normally
taken to install them. You end up with a
system that, through superior efficiency and
organization, is simpler and thus more reliable.
This results in lower maintenance costs.
Flexible System Control for the
Greatest Energy Savings Ever
Micro-Climate Control keeps saving you money,
day in and day out. With Micro-Climate Control
the cooling is locally controlled, from a conve-
nient remote control in each room. Remote
control thermostats automatically control the
corresponding compressors in three stages:
Maximum, 50% and Off, for an amazing
energy savings. And each fan coil unit can be
shut off independently from the remote control
to avoid cooling empty rooms.
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Mallow Road, Cork, Ireland.
Tel.: (021) 503630 Telex: 76152
25 Cookstown Ind. Est., Tallaght, Co. Dublin, Ireland.
Tel.: (01) 511244/511540 Telex: 31689 COOL Elcoolaili
AIR CONDITIONING/AIR DISTRIBUTION
~------------.I ,-------,
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Customer-Commitment
reiterated - Grundfos
• Peter & Mary Doyle who received the RIAI Gold Medal Award 1980-1982
for Bi" Community School, Co. Offaly.
within a three year period. The
purpose of the Award is to
encourage the development of
architecture in Ireland and to
give recognition to architects of
distinction.
In presenting the Awards, the
President, Dr. PatrickJ. Hillery,
spoke of the responsibility of
architects to the environment.
"There must be few results of
human creativity that impinge
so forcefully or lastingly upon
the lives of all of us as do the
creations of architects" he said.
He complimented the Royal
Institute of Architects in
Ireland on their commitment to
the preservation of the highest
standards among the members
of the profession in Ireland. The
Institute, he said, were very,
conscious of their responsibilitie
to the environment and
endeavoured to inculcateasense
of love and respect for the
environment among their
members.
• Shires Bathrooms have appointed
Jim Murphy as Area Manager for
Northern Ireland. Jim has been
associated with themerchanttradeall
his working life. He progressed
through the trade, andfor the past 13
years, was employed by a firm of
agents/distributors where he attained
the position of Joint Managing
Director with responsibility for
promoting many established brands,
including Shires.
The main topics at Envipec '89
- which will be held in
Dusseldorf from 10/14 of April
next - are: air pollution
control; water and sewage
treatment; recycling; waste
disposalltreatment; noise
reduction; and, soil protection.
In addition to trade displays,
there will be a series ofseminars;
a congress; the "Environmental
Information Centre"· and a
special focus on recylcing. '
"network" here in Ireland is
ready to join with us in taking
full advantage of the apparent
upturn in the Irish economy,"
concluded Mr. Walshe.
RIAI Gold
Medal
THE PRESIDENT of Ireland
Dr. Pat rick Hillary, at a'
ceremony in The RIAI
Headquarters, presented the
RIAI Gold Medal Award 1980-
1982 to Peter & Mary Doyle for
Birr Community School, Co.
Offaly. Mechnical and
Electrical Engineers were J. V.
Tierney & Co.
Commendations were pre-
sented to: A & D Wejchert for
The UCD Sports Centre
Dublin; Barry & Associates for
The IDA Centre, Pearse Street,
Dublin; Ryan O'Brien, Handy
& Associates for The Royal
Hibernian Insurance Building,
Dawson Street, Dublin; and
Robinson Keefe & Devane for
The Polaroid FActory,
Newbridge, Co. Kildare.
The Gold Medal is presented
for the design of a building of
exceptional merit, completed
Envitec '89
are put at the disposal of its
principal distributors and
indeed end users.
"Considerable investment in
new product development and
the machinery with which to
produce such items is a constant
feature of Grundfos", said Mr.
Walshe, "and we here in Ireland
benefit significantly from this
commitment. Plans are already
well advanced for a new IR£IO
million Technology Centre in
Denmark where an even more
intensive programme of
development - including both
pump production and research
into the use of new materials _
will be carried out.
"All our customers have
benefitted substantially in the
past from this approach and can
now look forward to even
greater things in the years ahead.
This is especially so of the Irish
marketplace Where, since our
establishement in 1984,
Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd. has
spearheaded a growth pattern in
which all our customers have
shared.
"Armed with the newly-
reiterated commitment and
support of our parent Group as
outlined by Neils Due Densen
recently, I'm fully satisfied that
the Grundfos distributor
All units are available with
optional accessories including
roof curbs, economiser
package, power exhaust
package and integral controls
system and control panel.
Vapac
Vapac have a complete range of
humidifiers, including a
complete range suitable for low
conductivity applications both
ranges are available with
capacities as follows:
V 4E 4 Kgs/hr
V 6E 6 Kgs/hr
V 8E 8 Kgs/hr
VI5E 15 Kgs/hr
V30E 30 Kgs/hr
V40E 40 Kgs/hr
V60E 60 Kgs/hr
V80E 80 Kgs/hr (new to
the range).
One of the new features of the
Vapac range of humidifers is
pumped drain and cold water
feed "break".
Vapac have also just
introduced the new Varivap
range of humidifiers.
AT A RECENT Grundfos
Group gathering in Denmark,
Group Chairman Niels Due
Jensen reiterated the company's
commitment to its customer
base by outlining an extensive
product development and
marketing strategy which will
see the Grundfos brand name
emerging as an even stronger
market force over the coming
years.
In his statement, Mr Due
Jensen pointed to the industrial
market as having enormous
potential for continued future
growth. "Global marketing has
taken on increased strategic
importance for Grundfos", he
said, "and, while Europe
remains our core business area,
we have been actively expanding
our operations in the Americas,
Middle East and Asia". Mr. Due
Jensen also stressed the
increasing importance of global
manufacturing facilities and
outlined plans to increase
production in several areas.
Taking his cue from this
announcement, Denis Walshe,
General Manager, Grundfos
(Ireland) Ltd, detailed the
Group's commitment to its Irish
assembly facilities in Stillorgan,
Co. Dublin, and also the service
and marketing facilities which
Lennox Industries
Lennox Industries produce a
range of Roof Top Packaged
Units including:
Gas fired roof top packaged
units;
Heat pump units.
Senior Colman
Senior Colman have produced a
new engineering manual copies
of which will be available at the
exhibition.
New products include a range
of sidewall grilles Models GJD
and GUE and a completely new
range of Terminal Boxes.
A Senior Colman VAVreheat
box with Barber Colman DDC
controller and three port valve
will be exhibited. This controller
with integral damper actuator is
a stand alone microprocessor
type controller which can be
recessed from a Building
Management System giving a
facility for remote indicator of
wne temperature, air volume
and monitoring of temperature.
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NETAHEAD -
ew Profile
'Sensation'
SINCE IT LAUNCH a few
months ago, Potterton's new
model Netaheat Profile range
has created such industry
To ensure that you
receive your own
copy of Building
Services News, send
directly to the pub-
lishers for a subscrip-
tion form.
expound the virtues to the new
Range.
The format for both evenings
was the introductory video
presentation with the facility
thereafter to take questions
from the floor. The result was a
very lively discussion period.
There are many features ofthe
Netaheat Profile which drew
comment from those present
but, perhaps one of the most
important, is the versatility
afforded by the unique multi-
directional duct which
facilitates left, right, rear or
vertical options.
range of modular, wall-hung,
fanned balanced-flue gas-fired
boilers on the market.
There are five models to
choose from - etaheat Profile
30e (5.9 to 8.8kW/IO,OOO to
30,000 Btu/h); Netaheat Profile
40e (8.8 to 11.7 kW/30,000 to
40,000 Btu/h); Netaheat Profile
50 e (11.7 to 14.7 kWE/40,OOOto
50,00 Bty/h); Netaheat Profile
60 e (14.7 to 17.6 kW/50,OOO to
60,000 Btu/h); and Netaheat
Profile 80e (17.8 to 23.4
kW/60,000 to 80,00 Btu/h).
Such is the interest in this new
range that Potterton distributors
for Ireland - Heatequip Ltd -
recently held two seminars/
lectures in Dublin and Cork.
Those invited to attend included
plumbing contractors, gas
installers, architect, consulting
engineers, builders, local
authority representatives, etc.
The response was staggering
with over 300 people filling the
banqueting hall in Dubin's
Royal Marine Hotel to hear Bob
Charlett, Potterton's Export
Sales Manager and his
colleague, Eddie Smith, Chief
Technical Services Officer,
• Charlie Billings, 1Jeatequip, posing beside the new Potterton Netaheat
Profile with Colm McCabe, Dublin Gas.
demand that an additional
production plant had to be
opened specifically to manu-
facture the units.
Over St£I.5 million and two
years of intensive field research
went into the creation of the
final design which is now
establishing the Netaheat
Profile as the most sought-after
SEASON CONTROL LTO.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SPECIALISTS
SUPPLIERS OF:
HEA T/NG • VENT/LA T/NG • AIR CONDITIONING. FlL TRA T/ON PRODUCTS
390 Clonard Road, Crumlin, Dublin 12. Tel: 559154/5,559732/3,559572.Fax:559572.
FILTERS
PANEL HEPA BAG FILTER
SEASON CONTROL
A COMPLETE RANGE OF FILTERS INCLUDING:
(a) Panel Filters: fibreglass throwaways and high
performance vee panels.
(b) Grease filters: Mesh baffle, galv. aluminium or s/s
including assembly and drip trays.
(c) Bag Filters. from 20% efficient ashrad to 95% (EU8 on
eurovent 4/5) replaces all camphill AAF, Vokes, Trox,
Farr filters without need of alterations.
(d) Carbon filters: replacement cells for existing housings,
complete housings or simply loose granular carbon sold
by the kilo.
(e) Roll filters: Automatic roll filters to suit Voke, AAF,
Ozonair and Trox in fibreglass or synthetic available from
stock.
(f) Synthetic media: Rolls of media supplied in various
lengths up to 20 mtrs or cut to size and supplied in pads
for course filtration on air intake to high efficiency non-
migratory spray booth ceiling filters. A large stock of
fibreglass rolls are also available for paint arrestant.
(g) Hepa filtration: From 90% to 99.9999% on eurovent 4/4
test and DOP test method with approval already
achieved on FDA requirements. Standard sizes, available
from stock, and non-standard sizes available on delivery.
(h) Accessories.'Holding frames, wide variety of clips, hepa
housings, front and side withdrawal, ceiling mounted
units, complete with diffus face.
For more information on any of the above mentioned please
contact Season Control.
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Mechex '89-
Bookings Endorse Formula
IDHE Silver Jubilee
Conference
AS WE go to press booking
conformations for the forth-
coming national building
services exhibition - Mechex
'89 indicate a firm
commitment to the show
formula. The organiser's
intention from the outset was to
establish the show as an all-
industry event situated in
Ireland's premier exhibition
complex - the RDS in Dublin
- over a three-day period from
II to 13 April next inclusive.
To date those who have
confirmed their intention to
participate include a compre-
hensive cross-section of the
entire building services sector
and number among them both
large, average and small-sized
business concerns. What they
have all got in common is a
shared belief in the Mechex '89
concept which in turn will
ensure its success as the single
most important presentation
facility at the industry's
disposal.
Among those who will be
participating are Manotherm;
Coppercraft; Dan Chambers;
Paragon; Quadrant; G T
Phelan; Irish Building Services;
Barlo; Vent-Axia; Mitsubishi;
Grundfos; Wilo; Morris
Insulation; ThermoAir; H R
Holfeld (Hydraulics); Runtal;
Euro Gas; C&F; GEC
Distributors; Walkers; Veha;
and the Irish Goods Council
who will have a group stand
representing at least a halfdozen
companies.
Between them they will
present an unprecedented array
of the latest product
developments the industry has
seen and the manner in which
advanced technological break-
throughs are being applied to
such innovative products.
Consequently, Mechex '89
will be the ideal single-call ven ue
for the discerning consulting
engineer, heating and plumbing
contractor, technician, builder,
energy manager, trade
specialist, architect, planner,
environmental engineer,
sanitary engineer and so on who
wishes to keep abreast of the
latest industry developments.
The IDHE Silver Jubilee
Conference with "The
Environment - The Burning
Question" as its theme -will be
held at the Riverside Centre,
Dublin, on 29 March next.
Technical and economic
problems relating to domestic
energy use are taking on
increasing importance as a
result of present-day environ-
mental conditions. The further
development and research of
available fuels and fuel-burning
appliances, taking into account
the question of economics and
environmental policy, is of
extreme importance for all ofus.
For these reasons the IDHE
Conference will be concerned
with the most up-to-date
techniques and with their
current and foreseeable effects
on the nature ofdomestic energy
use. In this context, the ever
more important question of the
protection of the environment
and the national economic
health will be brought to the
attention of delegates.
Authoritative speakers from
the private and public sectors
will speak about domestic
energy prices, environment
policy and EEC policies.
The programme for the day is
as follows:
8.45 - Registration and coffee.
9.15 - Opening address - S.
O'Muiri, Assistant Secretary,
Department of Energy Board
Member, Bord Gail Eireann.
Morning Session - The
future for solid fuel, oil and
electricity. The protection of the
environment and future price
structures.
Chairman: S. O'Muiri,
Assistant Secretary, Department
of Energy.
9.30 - "Coal in the Energy
Market of the 90s". Dermot G.
Divilly, Group Cheif Executiv
of Consolidated Holdings and
Managing Director, C.D.L.
10.15 - "Back to the Future;
with Oil!" John Withrington,
Managing Director, Irish Shell
Ltd.
11.00 - Coffee.
1l.30 - "Electricity meeting
consumers needs into the
1990's." John Shine, Managing
Director Energy Marketing
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Listeria Alert
Presents
Market
Opportunity
WHILE the popular press may
have overdone the danger bit
associated with pre-cooled and
chilled foodstuffs, there is no
denying that there is a definite
need for more careful
monitoring of the temperatures
at wh ich foodstuffs are
displayed and stored.
Contamination between the
cooking and packing phases has
been identified as one possible
source of listeria bacteria in
chilled foods while the bacteria
can also multiply dramatically if
temperatures in display cabinets
are not properly controlled and
regulated.
Consequently, those engaged
in the instruments and controls
sector of the building services
industry are now ina very strong
position to help solve what is
becoming a major health hazard
while, at the same time,
developing a whole new market
potential.
Manotherm are perhaps the
leading instruments and
controls suppliers in this
country and it's not surprising to
find that they now have, an
extensive range of temperature
control and measurement
devices from some ofthe world's
leading manufacturers.
The Johnson Controls range
is renowned throughout the
world and is so extensive that it
would be impossible to detail the
comprehensive choice offered in
the limited space available here.
Suffice it to say that it covers
virtually every requirement
including all spheres of
application.
Also from Manothern is the
Rueger range of dial test
therometers and pocket and
small dial thermometers.
Again typical applications
cover all industries with special
items in the range specifically
designed for the food sector.
Manotherm also represents
other major brand names in this
sector, full details of which are
available direct from the
company.
• Johnston Controls,from Manotherm, offer a wide variety of temperature
measuring and control devices which are suitable for use in the food
prepration/storage/display sector.
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Division, MarketingDept., ESB
12.15 - Panel discussion.
12.45 - Ministerial Address.
Gerard Connolly, T.D., Minister
of State for the Environment
(Urban Renewal).
LUNCH.
Afternoon Session - The
development and future for
Natural Gas, in the Domestic
Market, and the implications
for the Heating Industry of the
establishment of the Heating
Quality and Safety Council.
14.15 - "Natural Gas - its
Economic and Environmental
Advantages". Gerry Fahey,
Group Marketing Manager,
Bord Gail.
15.00 - ''The Heating Quality
and Safety Council, Helping or
Mechex '89
Lecture
Programme
IN ADDITION to an
unprecedent product display, a
special series of seminars/
lectures has been organised to
complement Mechex '89 and
thereby make the time spent at
the show all the more beneficial
for visitors.
These associated events take
the form of a one-day
conference on air conditioning
which is being organised by
CIBSE (details from Oliver
Reddy at 975716); and two
separate lectures aimed
respectively at the consultancy/
commercial/industrial sector
and the domestic sector.
The Mechex dates are
Tuesday II/VVednesday 12/
Thursday 13 of April next with
the lectures on the Tuesday and
Thursday and the CIBSE
conference on the VVednesday.
The Tuesday lecture will be
domestic oriented and aimed at
a specific area of interest to
domestic installers.
"VVhere Do VVe Go From
Here? .. , by Prof. l.S. Torrance,
CEng, FCIBSE, F Inst E,
FCIArb, FHKIE, M Cons E, is
the subject of the VVednesday
lecture.
VVi th the introduction of "fee
competition" - or any other
semanticism you like - into the
professional field of architecture
and engineering, the whole of
the construction industry is now
in the commercial mode, since
professionalism (with a capital
"P") is now dead; professionalism
(with a small "p") - meaning
Hindering the Industry, the
Facts".
Bob Couchman, Consultant
Engineer, VVriter and Lecturer.
15.45 - Coffee.
16. I5 - ..Air Pollution and the
impact of Briquette Substitution"
Justin Maguire, Senior Research
Engineer, Bord Na Mona.
17.00 - Panel discussion.
17.20 - Presentation to the
Young Fitter of the Year and
closing address by the President
of the IDHE. Vincent Duffy,
President of the Institute of
Domestic Heating and
Environmental Engineers.
17.30 - Close of the conference
and exhibition open to deleates.
21.00 - Exhibition closes.
reliability and competence -
must never die.
This watershed in the
construction industry has
important consequences for all
- manufacturers, contractors,
developers, architects, consulting
engineers - et 01 - and will
involve the shape, size and type
offirms in the future,a change in
the professional associations,
quality assurance, indemnity
insurance, arbitration/litigration
conciliation/mediation; indeed
the whole scene is changing -
and what about Europe 1992?
You might not agree with
many of the answers Professor
Torrance offers, but at least he is
posed questions which all in the
industry need to ask themselves."
Firebird
appoint
Heatovent
FIREBIRD - the Irish-
manufactured range of oil-fired
boilers, which are made in
Ballymakeera, Co. Cork have
appointed Heatovent as
stockists.
There are two models
available the Popular, an
automatic, fully-insulated
pressure jet boiler and the
indoor version, the Super Q,
which is particularly quiet. Both
boilers give outputs from 40 -
80,000 Btu/hr with the Super Q
featuring a standard dual
thermostat.
Heatovent are also distribut-
ors for the UNO cast-iron and
gas/oil-fired boilers and the
Solar Master Burner.
~
O<ccrrc rilAnUrACi:U::rinc:
i»::rOi>UCi:) Li:i>
Kincora Industrial Complex,
Kinsale Road,
Cork.
Tel. 021-311327
Fax No. 021-313402
PRODUCT RANGE
PIPE SECTIONS
GLASS FIBRE
MINERAL WOOL
PHENOLIC
P.I.R.
P.U.
CELLULAR GLASS - FOAMED GLASS
CALCIUM SILICATE
SLABS AND BOARDS
GLASS FIBRE
MINERAL WOOL
P.I.R.
FIRE BOARD - ASBESTOS FREE
FOAMED GLASS - CELLULAR GLASS
CALCIUM SILICATE
DUCTING INSULATION
CLASS '0' DUCTWRAP
MISCELLANEOUS
OPPONAL SHEETING
REMOVEABLE VALVE AND FLANGE
JACKETS - MULTI LAGS
2 PART FOAMS
TAPES
VAPOUR BARRIERS
ADHESIVES
GLASS FIBRE ROPES
STAINLESS STEEL SCREWS
STAINLESS STEEL BANDING
ALUMINIUM SHEETS
STAINLESS STEEL SHEETS
* Most Products ex stock *
* Prices and Discounts on request *
Kincora Industrial Complex, Kinsale Road, Cork.
Telephone 021-311327.
Fax No.: 021-313402.
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NationalBuilding&Mechanical5ervicesExhibition IRISH BUIL0 ING 5ERVICES
• DOMESTIC, COMMERCIAL AND
INDUSTRIAL HEATING •
• PLUMBING • VENTIlATING •
• AIR CONDITIONING •
• INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL •
ORGANISED BY: i~~ex
Irish Trade &1echnlcaJ ExhIbitions (lITEX) Umited,
5~7 Main Street, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
1elephone: 885001. Fax: 883536.
This up~to~the~minute information will
be presented for the benefit ofconsulting
engineers. heating and plumbing contractors.
technicians. builders, energy managers, trade
specialists, builders merchants. architects.
planners, sanitary engineers. environmental
engineers and all such decision~makers
within the industry.
IDHE News
The most recent IDHE lecture
evening was held on 21 February
at the Montrose Hotel in Dublin
and had as its theme - "Gas
Fires - For Homes Without
Flues."
The event was sponsored by
C&F Ltd and UK Gas Ltd and
attracted a capacity audience of
• Delair desiccant dehumidifiers supplied by Walker Air Conditioning,
maintain constant relative humidity for the production process at GE
Superabrasives manufacturing plant in Dublin.
partition. The two sectors,
which are sealed from each other
by heat resistant silicone rubber
strips, are entirely separate, so
that one can be in use for the air
drying process while the other is
reactivating the desiccant by
means of the energy from the
regeneration heater.
The units operate on 100%
fresh air and 90% recirculation
air. The air is mixed in the
required proportions in an air-
intake box. which contains a
fresh air damper with motorised
control, and a room air intake
damper under manual control.
Air from outside is drawn into
the intake box by a process air
fan, passed through a filter
battery and then enters the
dryer bed. The air at the
required humidity and
temperature is then distributed
to the working area.
A second fan draws in
reactivating air through another
air intake and filter battery, and
then through a dual hot water
and electric heater battery. The
heated air dries the desiccant in
the sector of the drying bed
undergoing regeneration, and is
then exhausted to the
atmosphere.
The Delair dehumidifiers
were specified and installed by
Jacobs International, Dublin.
DELAIR AIR dryers supplied
by Walker AirConditioning Ltd
are playing an important part in
a major manufacturing plant in
Dublin. Three Delair Type
MVB-20 B(E) dehumidifiers
have been installed at the GE
Superabrasives factory extension.
Each has a nominal air flow of
3, l20m J/h, a drying capacity of
16.8kg/h, and a reactivation
energy toad of 31.6kW.
For full operation efficiency
the production process
demands dry air consistently
maintained at a specified
relative humidity level. Delair
desiccant dehumidifiers have
been installed to maintain the
relative humidity constant, and
were chosen because a highly-
efficient moisture removal was
required.
Delair dehumidifiers operate
on the absorption principle. The
desiccant used in the Delair
dryer sis silica-gel, which is inert,
harmless to the environment
and can therefore be safely used
in the most critical and sensitive
of industrial processes. Other
advantages of Delair dryers are
low investment cost, low
maintenance cost, low noise
level, and small floor space
required.
The heart of the unit is in a
cylinder made of perforated
sheet steel, filled with the
absorbent, which forms the
drying bed. This is contained in a
metal cabinet which is divided
into two sectors by a vertical
Delair for
Production
Efficiency
VENUE INDUSTRIES HALL,ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIElY,
~;;;E'DUBLI«§J~
TUE. II APRIL 1989
WED. 12 APRIL 1989
THUR. 13 APRIL 1989 ~~NTRE M~~~'gN DUN~H~
TIMES \7
TUE. 12~00-7.00 p.m.
WED. 12~-9.00 p.m.
THUR. 12-00-7.00 p.m.
M ECHEX '89 - the newly~establishednational exhibition for the building
services industry - is by far the most
important development to take place within
the industry in recent times. Born out of the
increasing demand for a single~venue
national show. at which the entire building
services spectrum would be represented.
MECHEXwill provide the perfect
demonstration forum.
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nearly 90 contractors/industry
representatives.
The main speaker was Hugh
Spivey, Assistant Manager,
Technical Sales, British Gas and
his address covered the whole
concept of gas fires for homes
without flues.
He made a highly-professional
presentation which was well
illustrated by slides and a video
run on a TV monitor. The latter
covered the Derwent gas fire
from Glow-worm which was
specifically designed to suit the
very applications Mr Spivey
spoke of. It is distributed in
Ireland by C&F Ltd.
A provocative and informative
question and answer session
followed his address.
Earlier in the evening Tom
Ryan of Heat Link Ltd, spoke
on the new Supajet 101 powered
Grundofs
Quality
Award /'
THE CONCEPT of quality in
relation to building services has
gained considerable acceptance
and support in recent years. The
progressive introduction of EC
Public Procurement Directives
in the run-up to the completion
of the Single European Market
in 1992 will intensify
competition on the home
market in the construction
industry. To maintain a
competitive advantage, the
industry will need to
demon trate that it operates at
the highest quality levels. The
NSAI and representative bodies
such as CIBSE and MEBSCA
recognise this and are again
lending their full support to the
Grundfos Quality Award.
Representatives from CIBSE
and MEBSCA sit on the
advisory panel while John
Purcell (Chairman) of NSAI,
Owen Lewis, statutory lecturer
in Architecture, UCD and Don
Byrne, assistant head,
Department of Engineering
Technology, Bolton Street
College of Technology, are the
actual examining assessors.
The IS/ISO 9000/EN 29000
series ofstandards will be used a
as a guide for the assessment.
These Standards describe a
shower. The Supajet works on
the priciple of a revolutionary
mixer value with a built-in
integral miniature high-
performance, long-life pump
specially designed to boost the
rate of flow of stored hot water
and cold water.
Supajet's performance adds a
maximum 25ft head of water
and has a normal output ofover
IQ litres a minute. It was
featured as an insert in the last
issue of Building Services News
and the whole concept of
powered systems will be the
subject of a more elaborate
article in our next issue.
The evening in the Montrose
concluded with a great deal
more informal discussion on the
issues raised by both speakers,
accompanied by refreshments
courtesy of the sponsors.
model quality system covering
such areas as management
policy, design control,
verification, document control,
purchasing, inspection and
testing, calibration of equip-
ment, quality audits and
training. The European
Committee for Standardisation
(CEN) has now adopted the
IS/ISO 9000 Standard under the
designation EN 29000.
Once again, in an endeavour
to avoid any bias towards the
larger building firms, all those
involved within the building
professions are invited to
nominate a finished building
project, irrespective of size,
which they regard as
demonstrating a keen awareness
of and the implementation of
quality assurance procedures.
Thereafter, the judging panel
will liaise with the client to
determine the extent to which
quality management systems
have been employed in the
execution of the project, before
the nominee is contacted prior
to final judgement.
As in previous years there will
be three awards, one each forthe
mechanical and electrical
contractor and the design
consultant. However, these may
not necessarily be for the same
project.
To participate In the
Grundfos Quality Award
complete the reply-paid
nomination form within this
issue and return it by 14th April.
CFCs and the
Ozone Layer
CONTINUING WORLDWIDE
scientific research has now
proved conclusively that
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)
are one of the primary causes of
damage to the earth's
atmosphere. The 1987 Antartic
Ozone Experiment generated a
vast amount of information to
support this conclusion while
the most-recently completed
1989 experiments vis a vis the
Artic have led to even greater
cause for concern.
The popular media is
presently having a ball carrying
all sorts of"sensatonal" reports.
In the main though these tend to
concentrate on such matters as
aerosol products and of course
the world's changing weather
patterns. Unfortunately, they
very rarely discuss the problem
in any great depth. Perhaps
that's not their function.
Maybe indeed it is more the
responsibility of the industries
producing and handling CFCs
to encourage debate and
understanding of the critical
issue involved.
One such industry is
undoubtedly the building
services sector. After all, some of
the primary uses of CFCs are in
refrigeration, specialist solvents,
thermal insulation foams, etc.
Additionally, and particular-
ly in relation to regrigeration
reclamation and conservation,
techniques havean increasingly-
important role to play in the
future of CFCs and extensive
work is now being undertaken
internatioally to increase the
efficiency with which the gases
are used and re-used.
In an effort the encourage
debate and stimulate an added
awareness within the refrigera-
tion sector here in Ireland, HRP
Walker recently arranged for
one of their principals
Prestcold to make a
presentation in Dublin to an
invited refrigeration audience.
Bob Smith and his colleague,
Jane A Garthshore, delivered a
thought-provoking address, the
ultimate aim ofwhich was not to
pretend that Prestcold had all
the answers but rather to
encourage debate and user-
response.
What the industry at large has
to accept is that the safe use of
CFCs is everyone's responsibility
• lalle A. Garthshore.
and of course ultimately, in
everyone's best interests.
Naturally enough, the burning
question is: What will safer
handling measures cost and,
whose going to fund this
necessary investment?
Obviously, there is no simple
answer. However, if the most
recent Artic investigation
findings are accurate in their
projections, the world at large
needs a rapid and constructive
response from those involved in
producing and handling CFCs.
HEATEQUIP -
NEW AGENCIES
HEATEQUIP LTD have taken
on the exclusive distribution of
two new agencies - Robinson
Willey and Sugg Lighting.
The Robinson Willey range
comprises a collection of gas
fires which complement
Heatequip's existing product
portfolio. Includedare the Opal,
Topaz, Excelsior and Prima
Donna models. All are BS
approved.
The Sugg appointment
represents something of a new
departure but is also
complementary In that it
involves gas appliances. Sugg is
a long-established company
with a history stretching back to
1865.
The extensive range of lamps
(which a suitable for both
natural gas and LPG) includes
models suitable for street
lighting, emergency lighting,
garden lighting, industrial
lighting, domestic lighting, etc.
Additionally, Heatequip Ltd.
will carry the full range of Sugg
electrical lamps.
A comprehensive range will
be carried to offer an ex-stock
service with full back-up on
design and installation.
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CIBSENEWS
Computers and Building
Services Design
• Oliver Reddy with Dr. Tony Baxter, lIevacom; and Brendan Sheehan. Front: John Cuthbert; Paul Condron, Intech;
P.J. Doyle, Chairman, CIBSE; and Adrian Dooley, Project Planning, U.K.
Dr. A. J. Baxter, BSc., MSc., PhD, MCIBSE - Director of
Hevacomp;
Mr. B. A. Sheehan BE(Chem), MBA, C. Eng. FIEI, MI Chem E, F
F.lnst.P., MClBSE - Director VMRA Consulting Engineers;
Mr. A. Dooley, MClOB, MAPM, MIAP, Bsc.Hons - Project
Planning Services (UK);
Mr. P. Condron BE, CEng., MIEI - Partner Intech Associates;
Mr. J. Cuthbert MCIBSE - Partner, John Cuthbert and
Associates.
The afternoon session began
with a paper presented by
Adrian Dooley, Managing
Director, Project Planning
Services (UK). Mr Dooley asked
the question - What is Project
Management? - and which
projects could or should be
computerised?
Many sources have tried to
come up with a series of
questions which indicate
whether you need project
management software or not.
Typically, you are asked to
consider questions such as:
- Is the project longer than 60
days?
- Does the project have a
complicated task dependency
structure?
- Are weekly up-dates
required?
Questions of this nature are
really too generalised. For
instance, projects may be short
but high cost, e.g., a project
representing back·up time on a
large computer system or
maintenance on a railway
carriage.
SPEAKERS
the engineer to carry out
simulation modelling and to
provide a better designed
building, giving the client better
value for his money.
Brendan Sheehan, giving the
user's view of design software,
said that VMRA were using
Hevacomp and found it very
satisfactory.
As in the CAD area, training
has been a painful process.
Most ofVMRA's staff are highly'
experienced and passed
through the educational system
before the computer era.
There has been a problem in
overcoming a fear of the
unknown. This was not helped
by the fact that a typical
engineer only spends a small
proportion of his or her time
designing.
After a slow start, VMRA are
now very happy with the use of
their technical computing
facilities. It is heartening that in
recent months there has been
considerable pressure for the
provision of additional work
stations.
addressed in detail:
(a) Selection;
(b) Installation;
(c) Training;
(d) Operation;
(e) Development.
Dr A J Baxter, a Director of
Hevacomp, whose company
supply approximately 20 Irish
engineers with design software,
explained the developments
which his company were
making in the area of design
software.
He briefly described the
existing software available for
the building services engineer
and referred to Stage I type
programmes. By this he meant
that the programmes were
stand-alone and the engineer
must take the output from one
programme and enter it into
the next programme to obtain
results, e.g. heat losses, radiator
selection, pipe sizing.
He then went on to describe
in more detail the new suite of
programmes, Stage 2, which
will be fully available by Easter
1989. This suite of
programmes will be able to talk
to one another and be more
useful to the engineer. They will
also enable the engineer to
carry out more detailed
calculations on the energy
usage of a building, more
accurate heat losses/gains and
to carry out profiles of any given
room as well as the building as
a whole.
The programmes will enable
..Applications of Computers to
Building Services" was the title
of a highly-successful ClBSE
Seminar held by the Institution
at the Irish Management
Institute late last year. The day-
long event included five
specialist speakers (see panel)
and covered the topics of
design, drafting, project
management, work processing
and spreadsheets.
The conference was opened
by Chairman of the Republic of
Ireland Branch of CIBSE, Mr PJ
Doyle. He welcomed the 55
delegates who came from all
areas of the building industry -
consulting engineers;
contractors; clients; FAS;
Department of Education; ESB;
University of Ulster; Udarus Na
Gaeltachta; and the College of
Technology, Bolton Street-
and gave a brief outline of the
intended proceedings.
The first paper followed and
was presented by Paul
Condron, founder and
Managing Director of Intech
Associates Ltd, an independent
consulting firm specialising in
CAD technology.
Mr Condron's paper helped
provide the delegates with an
understanding of the evolution
of CAD technology and how it
relates to the building industry.
The various hardware platforms
were discussed and the
availability of software specific
to the industry was examined.
The paper also looked at the
specific applications of CAD to
the building services sector and
the major areas where
productivity and operational
gains can be achieved.
The process of system
evaluation, selection and
implementation was then
addressed and following this a
small project which used CAD
was reviewed.
The second paper which
presented a user's experience
of CAD was given by Brendan
Sheehan, a Director of VMRA
Consulting Engineers. The
paper described the experience
ofVMRA in the implementation
and use of a CAD system.
The following headings were
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• Section o/the attendance at the CIBSE Computer Seminar.
CIBSE COMING EVENTS
Mixing Valves
and Stout!
Cork
Belfield, Dublin
with variable flow rate at
constant temperature, at
constant flow rate and variable
temperature as appropriate
and; using the valve for
proportional balancing.
The procedure for the
correct selectio~,application
and commissioning of
singleset balancing valves was
thoroughly covered and based
on Ken's extensive "field"
experience. He cited a number
of classic problems including
debris left in pipework and also
oversizing valves.
The meeting was well
attended with representatives
from the local consulting
engineers, contractors, process
industries and local authorities.
The evening ended with
everyone enjoying Murphy's
famous stout, Heinekin and
other Murphy Brewery
products, along with a variety of
sandwiches and savouries all
with the complements of the
host. A special thanks to Mary
Walsh ofMurphy's Brewery
who made all the arrangements
associated with the venue and
Michael Quinlan of BSS
Pulvertaft (Cork) for making the
arrangements for the IMI Bailey
Birkett visit and presentation.
The next C1BSE technical
evening in Cork is arranged for
9th March next and will consist
of a paper titled "Modem
Trends in Fire Detection
Systems" to be delivered by
Vincent Carrigly of WaIter Kidde
Ireland. Further details will be
published nearer the date.
Technical Evening -
Fire Prevention
Technical Visit-
UCD Engineering
Building
9/3/89
11/3/89
The CIBSE Technical Evening
held in Cork last month was
hosted by the long·established
James Murphy Brewery Ltd.
The venue was the Kiln Room
which is located in a vestered
building on site, the ceiling
being of arched brick
construction with a quarry tile
floor and a quaint bar located in
the corner of the room.
The technical evening was
officially opened by PJ. Doyle,
Chairman of the CIBSE
Republic of Ireland Branch. He
introduced Kenneth James,
Applications/Marketing
Manager and Nicholas
Greenhall, Export Department,
both from I MJ Baily Birkett UK.
The meeting got underway
with a brief introduction on IMI
Baily Birkett Ltd, its range of
products and its sister
companies within IMI PLc. This
address was elequently
delivered by Nick Greenhall.
After the introduction, Ken
Jones got down to the business
of the evening -
commissioning valves. Ken
began by tracing the historical
development of
commissioning valves and
went on to demonstrate the
application of the IMI Baily
Birkett singleset range of
commissioning valves for
balancing branch circuits;
circuits incorporating three·
poi nt mixing/diverting valves
Brendan Sheehan spoke
about the benefits of
::.preadsheets. A spreadsheet
package is used to organise
information electronically in a
manner very similar to a
manual spreadsheet.
Numerical and alphameric
data can be arranged in rows
and columns. The software
package permits mathematical
relationships to be established
between cells or groups of cells.
Packages available on the
market range in cost from less
than IR£100 to approximately
1R£400.
Applications in use in VMRA
range from simple tender
analysis reports to more
sophisticated cost estimating
models involving the use of
macros. Examples of these
applications were
demonstrated.
There was a great deal of
participation at the conference
by a very lively group of
delegates. Most of the
discussion sessions could have
gone on longer than the time
allocated.
Mr p J Doyle, in closing the
conference, thanked the
delegates for attending, the
speakers for their very valuable
contributions and Oliver Reddy,
the Conference organiser.
• The next CIBSE conference
will deal with Air·Conditioning
Design and will be held on 12
April, 1989 at the RDS in
conjunction with MECHEX -
the Mechanical Building
Services Exhibition.
Other projects may be on·
going processes such as the
general scheduling of a
professional office involving a
large number of tasks but not a
great deal of logic. The
regularity of up-dates will not be
weekly on a ten'year project
Many of the benefits of using
a project management system
actually accrue before the PC
and software are introduced.
The process of having to sit
down and draw up a plan
serves to greatly enhance
everybody"s appreciation and
involvement with the projects.
The benefits are then increased
when the PC is brought in to
take the product of that initial
planning and form a basis for
calculating the optimum plan
before the project starts, then
monitoring and controlling the
project once it is under way.
John Cuthbert then
presented a paper dealing with
the practical application of
computerised management
systems. He illustrated by
taking a heating project and
looking at three different
stages:
- Stage 1: Planning;
- Stage 2: One month after
project has started;
- Stage 3: One month before
the planned project completion
date.
The advantages to be gained
by computerised project
management methods over
manual techniques were
highlighted.
Celebrity
Lunch
In early December the
traditional CIBSE Celebrity
Lunch was held in the Deerpark
Restaurant, C1onskea, Dublin.
Jack Torrance, Past President
CIBSE, was guest of honour.
He entertained the large
attendance with an informative
and witty address outlining his
distinguished career in building
services.
This annual event always
proves a success as it affords
the industry an opportunity of
meeting and renewing
acquaintances in a relaxed and
convivial atmosphere.
6/4/89
16/4/89 -
18/4/89
12/4/89
21/4/89
Technical Evening-
Annual Student Awards
National Technical
Conference
Seminar -
Air Conditioning Design
AGM and S cial Evening
College of
Technology,
Bolton Street
Warwick University
RDS. Dublin
To Be Announced
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NEW PRODUCTS &LITERATURE
• The new Dwyer Series 605 Magnehelic indicating transmitter from
Manotherm.
The easily-read dial gage is
complemented by a two-wire, 4-
20 mA control signal utilizing
the time-proven Dwyer
Magnehelic (R) gage mechanical
design and Series 600 strain-
gage transmitter technology.
Positive, negative or
differential air and compatible
gas pressure can be measured
and controlled by the Series 605
with an accuracy of ±2% of full
scale/span. The unit can
tolerate repeated over-pressures
to 25 psig without damage. The
two-wire design and two screw
terminal strip on the rear of the
case simplify connection in any
4-20 mA control loop powered
by a 12-35 VDC supply.
Operating temperature range is
20-1 20°F. Supplied with all
hardware necessary for
installation.
Details from Manotherm
Ltd., Walkinstown Road,
Dublin 12, (Tel: 01-522355);
Fax: 516919.
control tap. Emberglow is
suitable for use with precast
flues.
As pioneers of case iron fire
production, Flavel-Leisure use
traditional methods of
manufacture on Emberglow,
the cast iron canopy and fender
being finished in matt black and
featuring brass motif on the
canopy and brass finials on the
fender legs.
Details from C & F Ltd.,
Chapelizod Industrial Estate,
Dublin 20, (Tel: 264917); Fax:
263251.
or is supplied complete with a I"
NPT pipe tee for standpipe
installation. Temperature limit
of standard model is 220°F.
Supplied witha%"NPTconduit
connection, the switch rating is 5
amp, 1251250 VAC. UL listed
for Class I, Groups A, B, C & D;
Class n, Groups E, F & G. The
CSA model is furnished with an
explosion-proofjunction box as
shown in the photo.
• The new Dwyer Series 605
Magnehelic (R) Indicating
Transmitter provides for both
visual monitoring and
electronic control of very low
differential pressure, capabilit-
ies not previously available in a
single low cost package.
With five models offering full
range spans from I" to I0" WC,
the Series 605 is ideal for control
applications in HVAC systems
where local indication is desired
during routine maintenance
checks or necessary when
trouble shooting the system.
Introducing ...
LP Emberglow
;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;~
• The Emberglowfrom Flavel-Lei~'urewhich is now available in LP gas as well
as natural gas models.
THE LATEST addition to
Flavelleisure's range is the long-
awaited LP Emberglow.
Emberglow provides both
convected and radiated heat,
coupled with versatility in use by
means of four heat settings.
With a maximum heat output of
3.16 kW (3.5 kW natural gas
model) and an efficiency rating
of 64% (66% natural gas model),
the LP Emberglow is one of the
most efficient LP gas room
heaters on the market, say
Flavel-Leisure. The fire
incorporates piezo spark
ignition as an integral part ofthe
Complete air velocity kits are
described which consist of
various model and range
Durablock manometers plus a
pitot tube, tubing and air
velocity slide-rule calculator, all
in a convenient carrying case.
Also described is the Model
470-1 H andheld Thermal
Anemometer which, with its
dual range of 0-600 and 500-600
FPM, makes field checks of air
velocity quick and easy.
The bulletin also covers the
Model 480 Vaneometer used for
low air velocity measurements
from 0-400 FPM, low cost wind
speed instruments and
combustion test kits.
• A new version of the W E
Anderson Model L6 F10tect (R)
level switch features a spherical
stainless steel float for higher
operating pressures to 350 psi
and compatibility with most
process fluids. Sensitive to level
changes of less than 1/2", the
switch can be used in fluids with
specific gravities as low as 0.7.
The explosion-proof Model
L6 level switch indicates high or
low liquid levels to actuate
alarms or control pumps or
valves in a wide variety of
process applications. The leak-
proof design features a switch
body machined from solid
stainless steel and is rated to
2000 psi. A SPDT or DPDT
snap action switch is actuated by
a magnetic coupling to the float
lever eliminating the possibility
of the process fluid entering the
switch compartment.
The L6 Flotect (R) level
switch provides simple, easy
mounting through a I" half-
coupling welded in the tank wall
New from Manotherm
• The Panalarm 920, one of the
new generation of compact
annunciators, is ideal for
monitoring machine status and
critical parameters in food
processing systems. It can be
used for functions ranging from
level management of storage
hoppers to batch processing
with up to 20 alarm points in a
very compact package.
The Model 920 annunciator
can be used to monitor batch
temperatures, levels, pressures
and other parameters, sensing
and displaying alarm conditions
both visually and audibly. Other
annunciator points could alos
be used to monitor the process
steps, showing interlocks,
operation of inlet and outlet
valves, etc.
The Panalarm 920 utilises
super bright, long-life LEDs for
message illumination. This
enhances the reliability of the
annunciator compared with
ftlametn lamp allumination as
well as giving equal if not higher
brightness for maxim urn
visibility when monitoring
processes from a distance and in
a difficult environment.
• The newly-revised Dwyer
Bulletin H-lOO contains
information on air velocity
measurement techniques,
including technical data and
charts, plus description of the
complete line of Dwyer air
velocity instruments. A new
addition to this bulletin is the
Dwyer Series 640 Air Velocity
Transmitter which provides a 4-
20 mA output control signal for
full span ranges of 0-1000, 0-
3000, or 0-12,000 FPM, field
selectable.
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NEW PRODUCTS &LITERATURE
•
Aran Shower Tray
• Fe,."ox injector - injector ready for use, counected to a radiator and being
pressurised ...ith the hand pump. Detailsfrom Hel'ac.
Fernox Injector
Water Chilling By PV Hall
• Model L6 F10tect level switch from Manotherm.
elastomer fabrics and have
excellent resistance to water, oil
and fluids. They also comply
with the requirements ofBS476.
The fabric is non-toxic and
easy to clean with fastening of
the jackets by "quick-release"
Velcro. The standard range of
jackets covers up to 2500 C hot
face temperatures and offer a
paybackk time of 12 weeks in
relation to lost energy costs with
an even shorter payback period
in the case of steam valves.
corner entry tray which is
supplied in 90mm or 351/~"
nominal dimension.
The Aran shower tray is
available in the complete
collection of Shires colours.
Literature, together with
addit ional in format ion is
available from Shires Ireland
Ltd, Broomhill Road, Tallaght,
Dublin 24. Tel: 01-515877; Fax:
515534.
A NE W heavy-duty shower tray
- Aran - has been introduced
by Shires Ireland.
Manufactured from polyester
resin concrete. the Aran trav is
designed with an anti-~lip
surface and can be used with a
variety of shower enclosures.
Aran IS supplied in a choice of
si/es from 685mm x 685mm (27"
'( 27") up to l200mm x 800mm
(47" x 31 Y~"). There is also a
O'KEEFFE Manufacturing
Products Ltd of Kin ale Road,
Cork, have introduced their
multi-lag removable valve
jackets to the Irish market.
The previous method of valve
and flange insultation was by
means of metal boxes which
were subject to damage when
removed by maintenance
personnel. O'Keeffe's new
generation of valve and flange
jackets are manufactured from
special aluminisedlsilicone
Valve/Flange Jackets
• The ne ... Aran heavy-dut}' .,ho...er tray distributed throughout Ireland by
Shire.' Ireland Ltd.
levels in addition to compact
inner fin chillers and fully
cleanable condensers. The
performance IS matched to
make a range of packaged
chillers of minimum size and
weight with maximum output
and efficiency.
With this particular range of
chillers, APV Hall Ireland Ltd
will be able to offer a cost-
effective and efficient range of
packaged chillers to the Irish
marketplace. The range is
available in air and water cooled
packages and ranges in capacity
from 130-1200 kw of cooling.
Should it be required, a heat
reclaim configuration can also
be offered. These chillers are
extensively used throughout
Europe and America by
companies such as British
Telecom and The Eastman
Kodak Corporation.
and protected with a safety valve
to prevent over pressurisation.
The Injector is suitable for use
at pressures up to 3-bar (45 psi),
is of tough construction for a
long working life and
compatible with all Fernox
water treatments - cleansers,
corrosion-proofers, anti-freezes
and internal leak sealers.
Use of the Injector is by no
means restricted to sealed
systems. When used with open
vented systems it avoids the user
from having to go up to the F&E
tank so often.
Details from Hevac Ltd.,
70/72 Lower Dorset Street,
Dublin 1. (Tel: 301211); Fax:
301990.
GETTING WATER treatment
chemicals into "sealed" central
heating systems is often a very
awkward job, a fact which has
motivated Fernox to introduce a
treatment injector to simplify
the task.
Called the Injector, it consists
of a 5-litre reservoir, hand
pump, hose and a plastic nozzle
which is tapered so it fits into all
standard size radiator bleed
screw holes.
To operate the Injector, the
water treatment is poured into
the reservoir, which is then
pressurised with the pump in
order to inject the treatment into
the system via a radiator. The
reservoir is translucent, so the
injection progress can be seen,
APV HALL IRELAND Ltd.
has just introduced the
Dunham Bush range PCWX
hermetic packaged chillders to
Ireland. These chillers represent
a major advancement In the
design and application of
medium tonnage packaged
chilled water units, according to
APV, and bring to the industry,
design and flexibility inherent
with the positive displacement
rotary screw refrigerant
compressor.
The simplicity of the screw
compressor principle is reflected
by the elimination ofsuch items
as pistons, connecting rods,
valve plates, oil pumps,
mechanical linkage for capacity
control and numerous other
components required in
reciprocating compressors. This
simplicity of design, combined
with the purely rotary motion,
ensures low vibration and noise
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****
****
Finally, my
congratulations to Michael
Buckley and Stewart
Roche. Following the
Board reorganisation at
Walker Air Conditioning
they're now jointly in
charge of the entire
company. See lead story
on page 1 for full details.
****
Golf crazy! I always
suspected that half the
industry was golf crazy
but now I'm fully
convinced. Having
mentioned the Powermatic
electric golf caddy last
month, I find that the
resulting enquiries have
led to Winston Taylor of
Heating Controls &
Devices now carrying the
unit ex-stock.
Is it for real? Yes, is the
answer. I'm referring of
course to the upturn of the
last few months. It would
be incorrect to say that
business is booming but
there is no doubt that
things have taken a
definite turn for the better.
It may not yet have
fil tered down to the
product supply sector but
it will. The vast majority
fo consutlants' offices are
now working flat out with
many looking to take on
extra personnel. Who
would have thought that
we'd ever again see such a
day?
Work at drawing board
stage is multiplying at an
encouraging rate and it's
only a matter of time
before the benefits
permeate every sector of
the building services
industry.
also take the appropriate
steps to covers our own
preverbial ....!
at other countries'
markets, remember they
too are doing likewise.
This was brought
forcibly home to me over
the last few weeks when I
had no fewer than five
Commercial Departments
(or their equivalents) from
foreign embassies based
here in Dublin on to me
requesting detailed
information on the various
markets here in ireland
within the building
services sector.
So, just remember ...
while it is vital that we
take a positive outward-
looking approach to 1992,
it is imperative that we
• This is a slleak preview ofthe lIew t10lpak HFTM 61/2pressllrisatioll setsfor
sealed water systems available with ullique excessive demalld waYllillg colltrols
mallllfactured by Holfeld Pumps. It ",ill hefeatured at theforthcomillg Mechex
'89.
Whose looking at whom?
While many are sick of
hearing just how
important it is for industry
to fully understand the
likely implications of 1992,
I'm afraid I've got to raise
the matter again.
Generally, we are all
being extolled - and quite
rightly so- to identify and
concentrate on the oppor-
tunities which will unfold.
However, a word of
caution. While we are
directing our gaze gleefully
with the various building
services representative
bodies but especially with
the refrigeration sector.
****
Like the business card
pictured on this page? I
thought it would instantly
grab most readers
attention. It certainly did
mine.. However, of itself
it's not that unusual. The
main reason I've used it
was to draw peoples'
attention to the matter of
the environmental damage
being caused by
chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs).
The card belongs to one
Jane A Garthshore,
technical applications
manager, Prestcold Ltd
(no, I don't read chinese. It
says so on the back!) and it
came into my possession
last month when she and a
colleague, Bob Smith, were
in Ireland at the behest of
HRP Walker to discuss the
matter of CFCs and the
role/responsibility of the
refrigeration sector in
controlling /limiting the
damage they cause (see
page 19).
The HRP Walker
presentation was, perhaps
naturally enough, by
invitation only and so the
numbers in attendance
were liminted. However,
such is the importance of
this issue that I suggest the
refrigeration sector as a
whole should organise a
seminar/lecture on the
matter which would be be
open to the entire building
services sector.
Consultants, installers,
maintenance contractors,
etc. all have a role to play
in ensuring the careful
handling of CFCs. Far
better for the industry
itself to be seen to be
acting responsibility
before international and
EC Regulations force our
own Government' hand
into applying controls
which the industry may
well find hard to live with.
I leave this suggestion
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ranges that combine closer system matching
with a comprehensive choice of models.
You can find full details and specifica-
tions in our Pump Selection Guide, free
from the address below.
Or, contact your nearest Grundfos
stockist for more information on the right
pumps - right at the heart of Heating Services.
GRUNDFOS®
Grundfos pumps provide the vital
power source that moves the water that
brings Heating Services to life.
Superbly constructed, technical\y
advanced pumps like our UMC/UPC Multi-
Speed models incorporate built-in motor pro-
tection and provide even greater flexibility of
performance for more effective energy saving.
Also, our Light Commercial and "Bronze"
Grundfos (Ireland) Limited, Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland. Telephone: (01) 954 926. Telex: 90544.
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